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THE COMPTROLLER SENERAL
C=) DECISION .. . OF THE UNITEf STATES

WASHINGTON. D. C, 20548

FILE: BD186638 DATE: October 12, 1976

MAs\TTrER O F: Techniarts

DIGE0T:

1. Notwithstanding that agency violated procurement regulations
by failing to refer issue of smalJ. business firm's capacity
to SI'A before rejecting firm's bid for lack of capacity, bid
was not acceptable for award if it was not responsive
at bid opening, even though nonreoponsiveness was not preferred
by agency as reason for rejection until submission of report
responsive to protest against initial rejection.

2. Although this Office has serious doubts concerning agency's
determittation that bid was nonresponsive, no remedial action
is possible since contract has been performed.

Invitation for bids (IFB) No. 100-22-6 was ILsued on ':!taary 23,
1976, by the United States Information Agency (USIA) to solicit bids
for the design and construction of an audio mixing control console.
Delivery was to be not more than 90 calendar days after the success-
ful bidder was notified of awar4.

- Seven bids were received and opened on April 9. USIA deter-
mined thait the low bid was technically deficient and it was, therefore,
rejected. During the technical review of the second low bid, sub-
juitted by Techniarts, the reviewing officials requested, in a
memorandum dated April 19, clarification on certain itemu as follows:

"1. We need a liuttng of projects of equal scope which bidder
has recently and successfully completed and names of
individuals now using these products. We would like to
be able to see an example of their work.

"2. What is the make and model number of the proposed
faders7 Can a manufacturer's specification sheet be
supplied?

113. Since the proposed amplifiers are not self-powered,
redundant power supplies and indicators must be furnished
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as specified, and on the sketch of the front panel
layout# no JL.ED, indicators are shown to indicate
proper operation of each of the redundant power
supplies. Where are these indicators located? It
is preferred that the L.E.D.Is be visible by the con-
sole operator when seated in normal operating position,

"14. Can a bloc}: diagrami and specification of components
of the IFB system be supplied?

"5. The panel sketch shows only four (4) buttons on the
foldback VU meter selector, Should it not require five
(5) buttons; Four (4) for the four IFB channels and the
fifth.for the foldbacX channel?"

On April 21, the contracting officer contacted Techniarts regarding
those. items, and by letter dated April 24 Techniarts provided
additional-Information concerning each of the 5 items., However,
Techniarts' bid was subsequently rejected by the contracting officer,
who noted on the abstract of bids that Techniarts was "non-responsive
because of lack of proof of performance of equal scope of this
project" " 

Award was made to the third low bidder, Sphere Electronical
Inc., on May 13. The contracting officer states that all bidders
were informed by telephone of such award on that date. Techniarts,
however, although admitting that it received a telephone call from
the contracting officer on May 13, denies that it was informed
at that time of the award of the contract to Spheree

By letter dated May 13 from the contracting officer, and
-beginning "Re our telecon today," Techniakrta was furnished a copy of
a Mlay 7 memorandum from the technical review officials which stated
in part:

"* *What we bad hoped for wsas an experience'factor on
the part of the vendor with the potential for yielding a
superior product. We believe the essence of our speci-
fications indicates this. This is not what wes anticipate
if this bid is accepted. * * * The Agency hes tried very
hard (IO0A/C and IMV/01W) to be objective in helping this
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bidder qualify by seeking amendments to hie original
deficient submission and conscientiously evaluating
the technical and qualifying information received.

"In summary, 1MV/0W would like to see the bidders
submission rejected on the basis that the bid, subsequent
information and Agency investigation failed to establish
that the bidder has successfully completed any similar
project of equal scope recently or at any other
time, **

Upon receipt of that letter and memorandum, Techniarts submitted to
the contracting officer comments on the issue of its experience, and
stated that if it received notice of award to Spheral it would
Immediately file a protest with the appropriate activity. By letter
dated eay 25, the contracting officer responded to Techniarhti com-
ments, stating in part: "* * * As you were advised by the under-'
signed on Mny 13c award was made to Spbere mlectroneis, Tneop on
that date" au**Tyhe anw/OWrd to Spheu e is justified and will not
be disturbed."

Techniarta subsequently filed a protest with ouir Office against
the rejection of itr bid on the basis that, tince Technbarts is a
small business, USIA Improperly failed to submit the matter of what
was essentially Techniarts"'capacity" to the Small Business Admin-
istratlon (SBA) for its consideration. In this connection, Federal
Procurement Regulations (FPR) I 1-1.708-2(a) (1964 ed. amend. 71)
provides in parts

"If a small business concern has submitted an otherwise
acceptable bid or proposal but eoas been found by the con-
tracting officer not to be rcsponsitle as to capacity or
credit, and if the bid or proposal es tonbe rejected for
tothe reason alone, SBA *hall be notified of the circum-
stances so as to permit it to Issue A certificate of
competency. * * * The award shall be withheld pending
either SBA issuance of a certificate of competency or
the expiration of 15 working days after SBA is so
notified, whichever is earlieder o wha

In its report re ponsive to the protest, USIA agrees chat the
official reason given Techniarta for the rejection of its bid
Prourmen gut B(FP)178-(a (196 ed.amend
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concerned Techniarts' capacity, a matter that properly should have
been reerred to the SBA for its consideration befora award was made
to Sphere, However, notwithstanding USIA's failure to mike the
requt2ad referral, USIA argues that the protest should be denied
sinco Techniarte' bid as originally submitted was in fact non-
responsive because of Techniarts' fatlure to furnish with its
bid the information requested by the contracting officer on
April 21, The deficiencies in Techniarts' bid which the USIA argues
tendered the bid nonresponsive are stated in the agency report as
follows:

"1. No make, model, or manufacturerls specification sheet
for faders.

"2. LED indicators for redundant power supplies not shown
on sketch of front panel layout to indicate they would be
furnished and would be visible by the console operator
when seated in normal operating position.

"3, Block diagram and specification of components of
the IFB system not supplied.

14, Panel sketch showed only four buttons on the fold-
back VU meter selector instead of five buttons specified
and required."

Xt this connection, paragraph 1(b) of the solicitation, pertinent
to At least the first and third alleged deficiencies, provided as
follows:

"All Pids shall be accompanied with womplete and concise
descriptive information including a console sketch with
master panel layout. A block diagram shnal indicate
system design. Individual modules shall be clearly
identified with accompanying performance specifications.
Failure to include these specified items will result
in rejection of the bid."

USIA contends that the contracting officer should have rejected
Technir.rts' bid as nonresponsive upon discovery of the alleged
deficiencies, and acted improperly by requesting Clarifying
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information, USIA therefore considers Techniarts'April 24 su'%miasiun
as an unacceptable late bid modification,

In comme.iLu submitted in response to the agency report, and Li
comments filed subsequent to a conference concerning the protest
hold in our Office on July 16, Techniarts questions USIA's contention
that Techniarta' bid was not responsive, a contention raised only
after USIA realized, in response to Techniarts' original protest,
that it had improperly failed to refer the matter of Techniarts'
responsibility to the ,BA as clearly required by regulation.
Techniarts further argues that the deficiencies alleged by USIA
concern either matters that were not required in the IFB, or rnquire-,
ments which Techbilarts in fact substantially complied with. Spncif-
ically, Techniarts staten that, consistent with industry practice,
the "faders" it proposed to use are not considered "modules" in the
context of paragraph l(b) of the solicitation (see alleged deficiency
number 1); that the IFB did not specify that LED indicators must be
on the iroht panel layevt (see number 2)4 that It submitted a block
diagram adequate to irnd4Late system design, which was all that
paragraph l(b) required (see number 3); and that the IFB did not
require 5 buttons on the fbldback VU meter (see number 4).
Techniarts argues that the 4 points raised in the USIA report,
originally brought to its attention by the contracting offleer on
April 21:

'!* * * nay be seen onl;' as additional bits of information
requested for clarification of some very minor points.
It is in this vein that they were dasked; it is in this
vein that they were answered; and it is in this vein that
our answers were accepted as totally satisfying to the
USIA. * * *

In addition, Techniarts contends:

"* * * To attempt to use these± points, six. weeks after
the award, as a reason for rejection shown arbitrary
and capricious handling of a totally responsive bid."

It is clear that USIA's determination that Techniarto was non-
responsible for reasons of capacity without referral to SBA was in
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violation of FPR I 1-1,708-2(a) (1964 ed, amend, 71), USIA admits
that fact in iti report, However, it is a fundamental principle of
formal advertising that a bid which does not conform to the require-
ments of a solicitation must be rejected as nonresponsive, unless the
deviation is immaterial or is a matter of form rather than substance.
A deviation ts corialdered material, and is cause for rejection, if
it affects price, quantity or quality, FPR I 1-2.301(a) (1964 ed,
amend. 118); 52 Comp Cen, 265, 266 (1972). Thus, and notwithstanding
that USIA did not comply with the applicable procurement regulations
concerning Techniarts' vapacity, we agree with USIA that Techniarts'
bid coujld not be corjaidered for award if in fact it was not responsive
as originally submitted, That determination muat apply even where,
as here, nonrespondiveness is not profetred as the reason for rejection
until well after a bid in initially rejacted on other grounds,

In regard to the above, USIA has apparently deternined that
the first and third deficiencies in Techniarts' bid as alleged in
VSIA's report justified finding the bid nonresponsive on the basis
of paragraph 1(b) o'! the solicitation, quoted above. However, an
IFB must state definitely the compcrents Cor which descriptive data
is required, see B-Ve621l, October 6, 1961, hnd must clearly establish
in the greatest detail practical the nature and extent of data needed.
46 Comp. GCn. 1, 5 (1966). We do not believe that the generalized
language of paragraph l(b) resolves the disagreemebts between
Techniarts and USIA as to the definition of a "module" for purposes of
submitting performance specifications, and as to the extent or' detail
needed in the block diagram to indicate "systnm design;" concerning
the latter, we have been advised that block diagrams are essentially
general, nondetailed sketches. In such circumstances, it is clear
that the paragraph lacked sufficient particularity to put bidders on
notice of-.what was desired, Cf. 42 Comp. Gen. 598 (1972). Moreover,
*in view of the-detailed specifications whqch bidders were required
to meet, we do not consider that the failure of a bidder to fully
comply with paragraph l(b) could affect its obligation, in the event
of an award, to furnish a product acceptable to the Government. See
49 Comp. Gen. 398, 400 (1969). Aacordingly, and notwithstanding the
admonishment in paragraph l(b) that "Failure to include these apecified
items will result in rejection of the bid," Techniarts' bid could
not properly be rejected as nonresponsive on the basis of that
paragraph.

The remaining two alleged deficiencies are apparently
based on failure toJ comply with the specifications of the IFB. In
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such connection, we have consistently held that the drafting of
specifications to meet the Government's minimum needs and the deter-
mination whether items offered meet specifications are properly the
function of the procuring agency, 50 Cormp, Gen, 193, 199 (1970),
Where there Jaay be a, difference of technical opinion, we will accept
the judgment of the procuring agency unless such judgment is clearly
or unmistakably in error, 49 Comp. Gen, 195, 198 (1969).

However, we find no clear requirement in the IFB that LED
indicators for the redundant power supplies must be shown on the front
panel layout or be easily visible to the console operator (see alleged
deficiency number 2), In addition, we find no clear indication in
the IFB that S buttons are "specified and required" on the VU foldback
meter uolector (see number 4). In view thereof, at least those two
allegations appear to-be based on the suggestions and preferences
of the technical review officials as reflected in their April 19 memo-
randum to the contracting officer, set forth above, and not on the
solicitatjon's listed requirements.

Notwithstanding the above, no remedial action would be possible
at this point, since.we have been advised that the contract has been
performed, However, since our review of the record clearly indicate.
that USIA violated the procurement regulations by utilizing extremely
irregular procedures in the evaluation of Techniarts' responsibility
and the responsiveness of its bid, we are advising the Director
of USIA by separate letter of the need to take appropriate action to
prevent a recurrence of such irregularitieu in future procurements.

Deputy Comptroller Generhl
of the United States
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